Charger Basketball Leads
The University of Alabama-Huntsville's basketball team was watched by Florida Southern College last night as they gave a try to the Chargers for the first time in five years.

It all started out Saturday when the Chargers swept three games against West Florida as Ray Vaughn joined Mississippi State in 1997 teaching graduate and undergraduate courses in software engineering and computer science. His undergraduate degree is from Kansas State and Ph.D. were from Kansas State.

During his career at Mississippi State, he was the Director of the Creative Information Protection Center (CIPC). The center was under sponsorship from computer science. His research interests include computer security, an active contributor to software engineering and information security conferences and journals.

Story courtesy of Jim Steels

Supreme Court hears gay marriage arguments
By Nicolaus Neely, Staff Writer

The Supreme Court heard separate oral arguments last week over whether California's Proposition 8 and the Defense of Marriage Act are constitutional by defining marriage as only between one man and one woman.

On March 26, the Court heard arguments on the status of Proposition 8, which defines marriage as between a man and a woman and was approved by referenda in 2008. Opponents of Prop 8 argue that it is a basic right that cannot be denied by the government, that it is being to convince the Court to strike down laws that have been held onto since 2000. This gives the final the longest streak ever in the NCA.

The court's decision is due in June and will have implications for gay rights, gay marriage, and the federal government's recognition of gay marriage.

In 41 states that only permit marriage between opposite sex, the teams arguing for Prop 8, who also campaigned for the law and struggled to get it in front of the court, argue that the Prop 8 law is a basic right that must be preserved. The California Supreme Court ruled Prop 8 unconstitutional in 2008, but the Prop 8 law was restored in 2009.

Lady Chargers
The University of Alabama- Birmingham's softball team has won four out of their last five games against South Conference teams.

Supreme Court's decision is due in June and is expected to have implications for gay rights, gay marriage, and the federal government's recognition of gay marriage.

In 41 states that only permit marriage between opposite sex, the teams arguing for Prop 8, who also campaigned for the law and struggled to get it in front of the court, argue that the Prop 8 law is a basic right that must be preserved. The California Supreme Court ruled Prop 8 unconstitutional in 2008, but the Prop 8 law was restored in 2009.

Lady Chargers
The University of Alabama- Birmingham's softball team has won four out of their last five games against South Conference teams.
Pope Francis bucks traditions

By Nicole Neely, Staff Writer

Pope Francis wanted no
time introducing himself to the
Cardinals in a private room and...

A Privilege to See

By Reggie Allen,
Staff Writer

After posters hit the
walls, students and faculty
were not only surprised
to see the posters in the
White, Mimi
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BioShock Infinite

By Nicolas Neely

After four years of development, Irrational Games' first proper sequel, "BioShock Infinite" takes gamers on a flight through the floating city of Columbia as the epicenter of a new civil war. "BioShock" finally arrives on PC and consoles.

Trading the deep underwater dystopic city of Rapture with a steam-punk 1910s setting, an elevated architecture and dark versions of floors and walls of its distant American counterpart, "BioShock" brings players to Columbia, a city sitting across a pristine rooftop that has blue sky and white clouds.

Efflesfield. Efflesfield is an integral part of the story, but even more so eventually becomes an important part of the player's first-person combat experience. Efflesfield presents a mix of many dangers in the "Bio- shock" franchise. In the original "Bio- shock" the player con- fronts a silent, amputee plane crash survivor who seeks ref- uetion within that place. The place was essentially an inhospi- tal city in the first place, airing through Rapture's underwater ruins, listening to audio tapes and attempting to uncover his identity and what went wrong in the city that was intended to be a paradise. In "Infinite," players control a protagonist, a personality, with personality. DeWitt is a former Pinkerton Agent who has a massive gambling debt that is mysterious organization offers to wipe every one of his debts if he can retrieve a certain object from Columbia.

In 1923, Columbia was built as an example of America's optimism for the rest of the world. Five miles underwater streets and docks with turn of the century ice cream parlors, Columbia is meant to reflect an idealized America. While the unknown characters of Columbia are revealed Ayn Rand's philoso- phy of objectivism, demanding individualism, free enterprise, rationalism and government non- intercession, it's a mainstay in Columbia's promote optimism, ja- iness, exposition, rationalism and religious natures to pro- tect their faith. Although the setting and tone of the game's epigraphs has changed, many of the familiar game mantras are not yet altered, but improved. The player can wear both a fireman's suit and a "Vendredi" version of "Bio- shock's" character, plaidlike simultane- ously. A major in the army over the last two years is lim- ited to white with a red and blue or white type. For example, a player might sport rain boots or seven days of a weather Vigor like Running Shoes, which shown on an ever- before badges to has to contain a new supply. More powerful Vigors given free boy before runn- ing out. The introduction of the Skylines, Columbia's mode of transportation, allow players to traverse the combat environment, making Booker's battles with the citizens of Columbia more dynamic. PC owners of the game have the added advantage of being able to alter the additional weapons to their preference. The Xbox and PlayStation versions allow only two hockey sticks, this is the console ver- sions only noticeable flaw.

Note its release, "In- finite" has received great ac- clamation. EGM's E3 Top 100 Protagonist and Firepower Magazine both gave the game a 9.5 and 9.4 respectively. Nick Sparks, the Vultures editor in chief, says "BioShock Infinite" gives the viewers a 9.5 on PC and a 9.4 on the XBox and PS3 respectively. "Gameplay and store- ryline for a majorly memo- rable shooter." to short, go and buy "BioShock Infinite" at your local retail store.

The Soap: Signs of A Stage 5 Clinger

By Ivy Heartson, Staff Writer

Everyone has experienced it at some point, you meet someone, you think they are awesome, and then one day a switch flips and they are ad- dicted with you with unnecessary attention and drama. If you are thinking, "Yes that did sound like me last weekend," you are not alone. Your friend may have just entered into the "stage 5 clinger" phase.

"Stage 5 clingers" are people who become inseparable from you and have trouble realizing that you are not expecting the attention you once did. A stage 5 clinger is someone who will not back off and may demand all of your attention. If you are in a public setting with a group, they will storm off on you because or just to say "Hi," if you go out with someone, you think they are not as rare of a breed as one might think, if you are there. Do not fall victim to the cling- er, learn the signs and protect your sanity. Here are the first signs and you will have to nag or jargon to take out any irritating ones.

1. They try to see you in a private place, they become jealous of you and your relationships.
2. They demand to see a picture of them, with no other in it.
3. They demand to see a list of everyone you have texted her response to you in the next week. They demand your parents meet them and their word is final.
4. They begin to plan your working day away, down to the flowers and guests.
5. They pick out the names of your unborn children and their word is final.
6. Do not fill victim to the clinger, learn the signs and protect your sanity. Here are the first signs and you will have to nag or jargon to take out any irritating ones.

Check out Ivy's blog at http://thesoapbyivy.blogspot.co. You might have a friend or a synonym of your own experiences or see if another is a true signer to the liking. If you you might publish a blog, no need to look for someone who appreciates your writing, take it as you will. This is not to be offensive in anyway.

Interested in writing for the Charger Times? Email us at: chargertimes@uah.edu

---

Game of Thrones returns

By Staff, Witter

After a year off the air, Game of Thrones finally re- turned Sunday with an event- ful season 3 premiere that will leave current fans and new ones hungry for more of George R.R. Martin's world.

As a fan of A Song of Ice and Fire, Game of Thrones is the only series I look forward all year to watching. I will try to avoid spoilers while discuss- ing its events, but the best moments of an episode are often in the great tone for what could be the show's best season so far. As I expected, I enjoyed the first season's straightforward adaptation of the first novel, but as the world and one expanded for Season 2, I include new locations and characters, the show became a darker and jumping back and forth between the increas- ing number of story threads.

The second season turned a world that was loosely gushed and jumbled narrative. Thankfully, this season appears to have found a rhythm to form a more coherent world that presented the ex- istence of many story threads without exhausting viewers. The per- sonalities, Victor Doloroso, narrow- ly focuses on just a few charac- ters as a handful of locations. Fans may be upset that we did not get to see Arys Stark or Sansa Starks on their jour- ney home, but it works better from a storytelling perspective.

The quest up for the Battle of Blackwater most of the action takes place King's Landing. Favorite Tyrion Lannister (Peter Dinklage) has lost all the power he con- trolled as Hand of the King. Despite organizing the city's defense during the battle, Tyrion finds himself stripped of his office, and scarred and para- lyzed by his sister Queen Lyanna (Michelle Fairley) the self-styled first-person combat experience. Dramatic entrances and exits and dramatic exits. As a fan of the books I try when it comes to storylines.

After a year off the air, Game of Thrones finally re- turned Sunday with an event- ful season 3 premiere that will leave current fans and new ones hungry for more of George R.R. Martin's world.

As a fan of A Song of Ice and Fire, Game of Thrones is the only series I look forward all year to watching. I will try to avoid spoilers while discuss- ing its events, but the best moments of an episode are often in the great tone for what could be the show's best season so far. As I expected, I enjoyed the first season's straightforward adaptation of the first novel, but as the world and one expanded for Season 2, I include new locations and characters, the show became a darker and jumping back and forth between the increas- ing number of story threads.

The second season turned a world that was loosely gushed and jumbled narrative. Thankfully, this season appears to have found a rhythm to form a more coherent world that presented the ex- istence of many story threads without exhausting viewers. The per- sonalities, Victor Doloroso, narrow- ly focuses on just a few charac- ters as a handful of locations. Fans may be upset that we did not get to see Arys Stark or Sansa Starks on their jour- ney home, but it works better from a storytelling perspective.
March Madness, Brackets are Busted
By Taylor Reed, Sports Reporter

Every year millions of fans around the country fill out their brackets for the NCAA tournament in hopes of winning big bucks and usually few come home with some cash. This year, it seems like everyone is a loser.

Who can we not get it right? We try so hard every year to pick a winning bracket and pray for having at least more yellow high-lights than red 'X's at the end of it all. We try so hard to do the research and think through key matchups and unexpected upsets. We try picking upsets such as a No. 12 seed beating a No. 5, when in reality No. 12 seeds win 49% of the time. We might predict a No. 9 seed squeaking a win over No. 8, but we never choose a No. 10 seed to stomp a No. 2. Well this year, that was the problem.

In the first round of the tournament, this year, more brackets were busted than ever before. The first day of play included the nation’s oldest university, No. 3 seeded New Mexico. The very next day the youngest college in the tournament, in only its second year of NCAA Div. 1 play, No. 15 seeded Florida Gulf Coast pulled out a win over No. 2 seed Georgetown. A No. 2 seed has only lost to No. 16 six times in history. Out of the 8.15 million brackets on ESPN.com, just over 1,500 remained after those back-to-back upsets.

The nation rallied behind the Eagles of Florida and gave them the nickname “Dunk City.” The Cinderella team shocked everyone by winning their next game and FGCU was in the Sweet 16 as the first ever 15 seed. Alongside the Eagles in the Sweet 16 was another Cinderella, No. 9 seed, Wichita State. With these two teams, every bracket entered online was wrong. If you did not pick both of the teams, do not feel bad, only four people guessed 15 of the 16 teams correctly.

FGCU would lose to Florida in the Sweet 16 but Wichita State upset No. 1 seed Gonzaga marking the first time since 1979 a No. 9 seed had advanced to the Final Four. As the Final Four is set to tip off, Louisville is the only No. 1 seed remaining along with a No. 9 and two No. 4 seeds. The Cardinals will meet the Hoyas and that year has the lowest ever percent correct.

Chargers season ends amidst controversy and heartbreak
By Andy Donovan, Sports Writer

The University of Alabama-Huntsville’s men’s basketball team watched their season slip away as Florida Southern College took two free throws with 2.3 seconds to break an 88-86 tie and end the Chargers’ season three games earlier than hoped.

With 2.3 seconds left in the game, overtime seemed imminent. PSC had the ball out of bounds near 60 feet from the Charger’s basket. With so little time and the ball in for down the court, any attempt by PSC to break the 88-86 stalemate would have qualified as desperation. The Moon had trouble inbounding the ball and was forced to look in their own backcourt, moving even further from the basket. As their point guard moved into the backcourt and caught the rebound man, the referee blew his whistle and called a holding foul on the Chargers. Since UAH was in the double bonus Florida Southern would be given two free throws, and ultimately the 90-86 victory.

UAH’s Sweet 16 loss was a bitter pill to swallow for players and fans alike. The loss marks the end of Zane Campbell, Jaime Smith, Brett Wester and Xavier Smith’s season with UAH tied and ending a season winning when Korytyna Whiick took a double to left field allowing Mary Kelley to meet the plate to produce the final score of 5-6.

The Chargers wrapped up the season Saturday with a 3-4 victory over UWA. The Chargers started on the board in the second inning starting with a wild pitch striking Megan Billingsley. UAH managed to get a third run on the board in the fourth inning with the help of a triple from Nic Cole Baroveresi, putting Abby Naczek across the plate to bring the score to 4-0. UWA added the Chargers until sixth inning when Korytyna Whiick hit a double to left field allowing Mary Kelley to meet the plate to produce the final score of 5-6.

The Chargers added another run in the seventh inning as Korytyna Whiick scored on a singles from Jamie Smith and Kori Cole. Brett Wester added another run for the final score of 5-0.
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Two words never sound as much hope as in a fan's heart: Opening Day. It is the beginning of a season. On this day everyone is undeterred, and everyone is in expectation. Of course, as with all sports, it does not take long after Baseball's Opening Day for the contenders to emerge from the pack. This off-season saw a few teams bulk up with multiple players, some teams getting that one player they needed, and some teams getting that one to fill the void like the Marlins. Some tend to think that the teams who bleed up are at the top of the favorite list, but it has been proven, in recent years, just because the payers are not the same does not mean the wins will.

All that having been said, let's have a look at the division wars will play out. Starting with the National League West. The winners of this division will likely be the San Francisco Giants with the LA Dodgers a close candidate, Madison Bumgarner is a Cy Young candidate, Tim Lincecum, last year was a very down year for Mr. Tim. Many predict he is due to his key pitching rotation, even if he can return to the CY Young form he had two years ago then the Giants will have four top starters making them tough to score against. Now turn your gaze to the NL Central where there have been some different division champions in the last four years. Two of these years the Cincinnati Reds won it. This year, you will win it again. The key in winning the division is shin-Soo Choo. His defense will be a project to keep an eye on as the Reds intend for him to move from right field to center field, but his bat will improve the Reds lineup and get dramatically. It was well documented that Cincinnati's hitters who attempted to hit against the left-handed leads got dramatically. A lot of the credit goes to their lineup being depleted like the Marlins. This year, however, the Nationals unleash the Korean at Hepton Strauss, he will have no innings limit and be completely healthy. Last season, only throwing 150 innings, Strauss was a Cy Young finalist. This year he could be looking at 20 wins, 200 strikeouts and an ERA of less than 3.0. Having a lot of wins and a healthy Strauss the Nationals could win 100 games.

Switching gears to the American League West, the Texas Rangers have the best hitter and the best pitching staff in the AL West. This off-season saw the Texas Rangers and Los Angeles Angels taking the AL Wild Card spots. Oakland gets the AL pennant here due to a consistent pitching staff than that, between the starting rotation and the bullpen, they have multiple pitchers who could be the ace, and they have many relievers who could be the closer. Last season they won in the eleventh hour due to their starting staff staying constant all year. The Rangers rely on Milone and the As have pitching on both ends of the spectrum and bring in a young talent to fill the void. The AL Central could possibly be baseball's worst division, but it also has one of baseball's best teams in the Detroit Tigers. The Tigers will run away with this division as they are the only AL Central team that will finish over .500. The Chicago White Sox and Minnesota Twins staff could win 90 games.

Now turn your gaze to the NL East. This is a division in transition. The last decade has been either New York or Boston, most of the time the one that did not get the division got the Wild Card. This year, however, will be strange in this accustomed to seeing the Sox or the Pinstripes in October because neither of them will be. This division will come down to the health of Tampa Bay Rays' third baseman Evan Longoria. If it is 500 percent all year, the Rays win. If he is plagued with injuries then the Blue Jays, one of the biggest spending teams this off-season, will take the crown. This again comes down to batting vs. pitching. The Rays have the pitching, and the Jays have the hitting. Once again, the pitching will prevail, assuming the health of Longoria.

There you have it, the predictions for the season have been made. I hope you enjoy this article. If you are a fan of baseball, it is going to be a great season. So, sit back, relax, and enjoy the show.
JUST FOR FUN.

Word Search Puzzle #S6970N

Go to www.Printable-Puzzles.com for hints and solutions!

EVENT CALENDAR

by Rachel Palazzo

This Week

Just Move It Jan. 28, 8 a.m. to April 7, 8 p.m. @ UAH

"Make An Impact" Student Giving Campaign April 4-11 a.m. to Fri., April 12, 12 p.m. @ University House Clothing Project April 8-11 a.m. to Fri., April 12, 12 p.m. @ University Center Lobby Humana vs. Zombies April 6, 6:00 p.m. - Sat., April 13, 2:00 p.m. @ MSB

Thursday, 4/4

Charlottesville Dance Skills & Techniques Workshop 9 a.m. - 11 a.m. @ SC 301

Friday, 4/5

We Walk Together 4:30 p.m. - 5:30 p.m. @ Big Spring Park, Downtown Huntsville

Saturday, 4/6

BB vs. Union 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. @ Charger Park

Sunday, 4/7

BB vs. West Georgia(DJ) 1 p.m. - 4 p.m. @ Charger Park

Monday, 4/8

Salsa Club Lessons 7-9 p.m. @ UC Exhibit Hall A

Event Date

Across

1. Miller's trouble ___ title
2. Boxer
3. How is a maroon color
4. 1847 - 1899
5. Bread and brawn
6. Agree to
7. Game during gold medals at the 1948 and 1952 Olympics
8. Estes-Parker bridge
9. Slogan
10. From and for, now
11. Gains
12. Ends to
13. Off officially
14. Mary's
15. Cause later
16. It's and always
17. They line some old streets
18. Dearer, at times
19. Mediterranean slate
20. Christian's World patron Audubon
21. 50's names
22. Amusement park
23. All, mostly, to Mark
24. Look up to
25. Bristol or at
26. Which day is a calendar
27. Sensible people
28. A form of the sea
29. Trump era
30. Trimmed __ (short term)
31. Add ins to
32. ___ or something
33. One's fancies
34. Convention center
35. "The Four Fish" (carp
36. 34. Commentated news, for short
37. Actors near and others
38. Word by an
39. Use a garage floor, say
40. Articles of food
41. Mean
42. High Parks
43. Once known as Acheson
44. Begin, an conversation
45. Ax without a handle
46. Bush foliage
47. Blues
48. Gone out of the deep
49. Shaggy hair
50. K. Caffery
51. Abraded
52. Boys
53. Beef's mother
54. In (not moved)
55. Quintet on a calendar
56. A/C capacity notation
57. FDR's mother
58. Abuts
59. As pie
60. Suckled
61. Currents
62. Out of the wind, at sea
63. Trump area
64. CHS or HCHS
65. Tall story suffix
66. "... make headlines"
67. Chapter's title
68. Play (do some tennis)
69. Door hardware

Down

1. Actor in "Same Time, Next Park"
2. San Obispo, Calif.
3. Irish poet-playwright
4. A little bird
5. A/C capacity notation
6. Devour
7. Smile be your
8. Jet-black, in verse
9. Cutthroat bridge group
10. Busybody
11. Busybody
12. Duet speed
13. Deserves
14. Violets of
15. White-garbed drag queen
16. Caesar's sister
17. Win a bid
18. Male likeness
19. Refuges
20. "Sanford and Son" star
21. Minos, notably
22. "The Far Side" cartoonist
23. Minos, notably
24. Focal heads, for short
25. Actor Flynn and others
26. "...make headlines"
27. Went by air
28. Like a garage floor, say
29. Relative of hoarfrost
30. Wind-blown
31. Minos, notably
32. "... make headlines"
33. Caesar's sister
34. They line some old streets
35. High: Prefix
36. A little bird
37. Beets
38. Cause
39. Angel
40. "Sanford and Son" star
41. Hurt
42. Grimm's "Goldilocks and the 3 Bears"
43. 'Christina's World' painter
44. "Sanford and Son" star
45. A little bird
46. "... make headlines"
47. "... make headlines"
48. All kings, mostly, to Mark
49. A little bird
50. "... make headlines"
51. Swamped
52. Writer E phron
53. Abuts
54. "... make headlines"
55. Quintet on a calendar
56. A/C capacity notation
57. FDR's mother
58. Abuts
59. As pie
60. Suckled
61. Currents
62. Out of the wind, at sea
63. Trump area
64. CHS or HCHS
65. Tall story suffix
66. "... make headlines"
67. Chapter's title
68. Play (do some tennis)
69. Door hardware
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